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ON THE OSCILLATORY BEHAVIOR OF SINGULAR

STURM-LIOUVILLE EXPANSIONS

BY

J. K. SHAW

Abstract. A singular Sturm-Liouville operator Ly — -{Py')' + Qy, defined on an

interval [0, b*) of regular points, but singular at b*, is considered. Examples are the

Airy equation on [0, oo) and the Legendre equation on [0, 1). A mode of oscillation

of the successive iterates f(i), (L/X0> (¿^/X0> • • • of a smooth function / is

assumed, and the resulting influence on / is studied. The nature of the mode is that

for a fixed integer N > 0, each iterate (Lkf)(t) shall have on (0, b*) exactly N sign

changes which are stable, in a certain sense, as k varies. There is quoted from the

literature the main characterization of such functions / which additionally satisfy

strong homogeneous endpoint conditions at 0 and b*. An extended characteriza-

tion is obtained by weakening the conditions of / at 0 and b*. The homogeneous

endpoint conditions are replaced by a summability condition on the values, or

limits of values, of / at 0 and b*.

1. Introduction. Let L be the Sturm-Liouville operator

Ly = -(Py')'+Qy, (1.1)

defined over an open interval I of regular points, where P, Q E C°°(/) and

P(0 > 0, Q(t) > 0 for all t E I.
Let /EC °°(7). We shall be concerned with the oscillations of the iterates f(t),

(Lf)(t), (L2/)(0, • • •  for / E I. Specifically, we consider the influence on / of the

signs and sign changes in I of the iterates (L*/)(f), k = 0, 1, 2.This is a

question of classical interest and has been the subject of much investigation [2], [4],

[6]-[9], [11], [12]. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the results of [2]

and [4].

In [2], the spectral theory of regular Sturm-Liouville boundary-value problems

was used to generalize D. V. Widder's [11] classical theorems on completely convex

functions (those/ £ C°°[0, 1] with (-l)kf(2k\x) > 0, 0 < x < 1, k = 0, 1, 2, .. . ).

Widder proved in 1940 that a completely convex function is necessarily the

restriction to [0, 1] of an entire function of exponential type at most it, and it is well

known [12] that/is completely convex if and only if

f(x) = C sin -nx +  f [f™(0)Ak(l-x) + f™(l)Ak(x)], (1.2)
k-0

where C > 0 is a constant and where Ak(x) is the Lidstone polynomial of degree

2k + 1. In [2] we considered a boundary-value problem
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Ly = \y,       v(a) = v(Z>) = 0, (1.3)

with L given by (1.1), on a closed, finite interval [a, b]. Assume that (1.3) has

eigenvalues 0 < juq < /i, < • • • and eigenfunctions u0(x), Mi(x), . . . , with u0(x)

> 0, and define the sequence {?„(*)} by Lq0 = Lqx = 0, Lqn+2 = q„, qn(a) = q„(b)

= 0 for n > 2, and #0(a) = #](£) = 1, q¡(a) = <7o(^) = 0- Call a function / E

C*>[a, b] L-positive if (Lkf)(x) > 0, a < x < ¿>, A: = 0, 1, 2,_The principal

result of [2] is the following.

Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition that f be L-positive is that

f(x) - Cu0(x) + f  [(Lkf)(a)q2k(x) + (Lkf)(b)q2k+1(x)], (1.4)

where C > 0 is a constant.

When P = l, ß = 0 and [a, b] = [0, 1], the L-positive functions are just the

completely convex functions, u0(x) = sin ttx, and (1.4) reduces to (1.2).

The present paper is motivated partly by the question of what happens to the

representation (1.4) if the problem (1.3) becomes singular at an endpoint.

In [4], Hille considered a more general boundary-value problem

Ly = Ay,       Bj = B„y = 0, (1.5)

where L (not necessarily self adjoint) is given by Ly = P2(x)y" + P^x)y' +

P0(x)y, and where Ba and Bb are certain boundary forms corresponding to the

endpoints a and b. The problem (1.5) may be regular or singular, and -oo < a < b

< + oo, but it is assumed that (1.5) has a real, discrete spectrum of eigenvalues

0 < j»0 < vy < . . ., and eigenfunctions Y0(x), Yy(x),. . . such that each Yk(x) has

exactly k sign changes in (a, b), k = 0, 1, 2, . .. . Various other "normalizing" type

assumptions are made. Now a finite sum of eigenfunctions

Y(t) = I, CjYj(t),       CN*0, (1.6)
j = 0

has the property that its successive iterates

(LmY)(t) = 2 Cj^Yj(t)
j=o

will have exactly N sign changes in (a, b) for all m sufficiently large. It is natural to

ask whether a function/whose iterates (Lm/)(i) have this property is necessarily of

the form (1.6). To this end, Hille introduces a class F of "admissible" functions/

which satisfy/ E Cx{a, b) and

Ba(Lkf) = Bb(Lkf) =0,       k = 0, 1, 2, ..., (1.7)

the endpoint conditions being the same that determine the Yk. If (1.5) is singular,

the hypothesis Lkf £ L2(a, b), k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., is also required. Finally, let FN be

the subclass of F consisting of all / £ F such that each of (Lmf)(t) has exactly N

sign changes in (a, b) for all m sufficiently large. Then the following holds [4].
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Theorem (Hille). A necessary and sufficient condition that f E FN is that

fit) = 2 WO, (1.8)
7-0

where the Cj are constant and CN ¥= 0.

In the present paper we give a representation which includes the version of (1.8)

pertinent to our hypotheses as a special case, and which yields the analogy of (1.4)

for singular problems. We do not obtain a direct generalization of Hille's theorem,

in the sense of linearly weaker hypotheses; we give an example to show why such

an extension is not possible.

For simplicity, we take the basic interval to be [0, b*), where 0 < b* < oo, there

being no difficulty in extending our regime to other intervals. We shall suppose that

L, given by (1.1), is regular at each / E [0, b*) but is singular at b*. We consider a

boundary-value problem

Ly=Xy,       v(0) = 0,       B*( y) = 0, (1.9)

where B*, defined below, is a boundary form associated with the singular endpoint

b*. We assume that (1.9) has a discrete spectrum, 0 < An < A, < . . ., with

eigenfunctions {yk}¡? such that each yk has exactly k sign changes in (0, b*),

k = 0, 1, 2, ... . The representation we derive has the form

/(') = Ï [(Lkf)(0)P2k(t) + B*(Lkf)p2k+l(t)] + 2 Cjyj{t\       (1.10)
/fc-0 7-0

where the sequence {pk} is defined analogously to the {qk} of [2], and where the

last nonvanishing c, reflects the frequency of oscillation of (L"/)(/), for m large. On

[0, b*) the conditions (1.7) become

(L*/)(0) = B*{Lkf) =0,       k = 0, 1, 2, ...,

and in this case (1.10) reduces to (1.8). In the case of L-positive functions on [0, b*)

we show N = 0 in (1.10), thus yielding the analogy of (1.4).

2. Preliminaries. We require certain general information about singular

boundary-value problems, most of which can be found in [3]. Using the notation of

[3], let A be a complex parameter and define the functions \¡/(t, A) and <p(t, A) by

L4> = At//, Lff = A<p,

»KO, A) = />(0V(0, A) = 0,

<p(0, A) = P(0)n0, A) = 1. (2.1)

Then ip and <p are entire functions of A. Let w(A) be the function defined by

m(X) = lim,^.!-^/, \)/ip(t, A)}. We will suppose that m(A) is meromorphic in the

A-plane with real, simple poles An, A,, A2, . . . where 0 < An < A, < . . . . Then

S = {A^}2° is the spectrum of one of two possible types of boundary-value

problems on [0, b*), corresponding to the limit-point or limit-circle cases.

For each A E S, the function x('. A) = <p(t, A) + m(\)\f/(t, A) satisfies x(0, A) =

1, P(0)x'(0, A) = w(A), and x(', A) E L2[0, b*). Thus for all A E S there is always

at least one nontrivial solution to Ly = Xy of class L2[0, b*). If x is the only
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independent solution in L2[0, b*), then L is said to be of limit-point type at b*.

Otherwise, every solution to Ly = Av, for every A, is in L2[0, 6*), and L is said to

be of limit-circle type at b*. If the limit-point case prevails, the problem

Ly=\y,       v(0) = 0,       v E L2[0, b*) (2.2)

is selfadjoint and has spectrum S. That is, (L/, g) = (/, Lg) whenever /, g, Lf, Lg

E L2[0, b*) and /(0) = g(0) = 0, and the only nontrivial solutions to (2.2) are the

multiples of \p(t, Xk), k = 0, 1, 2, .... In the limit-circle case, a boundary condition

at b* must be introduced. First recall Green's identity

¡\gLf-fLg) dt =[fg](ß)-[/g](«), (2.3)

where [fg](t) = P(t)[f(t)g'0)-fV)g(t)}- Recalling OES, put X(0 = x('> 0) into
(2.3) in place of/, take a = 0, ß = b* and let Lg £ L2[0, b*). There results

- f"'xLg dt = [xg](¿*)-[xg](0). (2.4)
•'o

In particular, the limit [xs\(b*) exists whenever Lg £ L2[0, b*), and this turns out

to be the necessary expression for a boundary condition at b*. Thus we define

B*(y) = [xy](b*) = lim^^lxy]^), whenever the limit exists. Then [3] the problem

Ly=Av,       v(0) = 0,       B*(y) = 0 (2.5)

is selfadjoint, in that (Lf, g) = (/, Lg) when/, Lf, g, Lg E L2[0, ¿>*) and/(0) = g(0)

= B*(f) = B*(g) = 0. Again, the spectrum of (2.5) is S, and the nontrivial

solutions to (2.5) are the multiples of \¡/(t, Xk), k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

An example of the limit-point case is Airy's equation on [0, oo); i.e., the

boundary-value problem

-v" + xy = Av,       v(0) = 0,

is of limit-point type at oo. Its eigenvalues are the zeros of the Airy function Ai(-x)

(see [1], x = 2.338, 4.087, 5.521, . . .  approximately). The problem associated with

Legendre's equation on [0, 1),

-[(1-x2)/]'= Av,       v(0) = 0,        lirn(l-*2)v'(x) = 0, (2.6)

is of limit-circle type at b* = 1 and has S = {2, 12, 30, ... }.

It so happens (Lemma 2.2) that in the limit-point case, the condition B*( v) = 0

is automatically satisfied if v, Ly £ L2[0, b*). Therefore, condition (2.5) together

with v E L2[0, b*) serve to define the eigenfunctions for either the limit-point or

limit-circle case.

We denote the normalized eigenfunctions by yk(t),

Jfk\i )-J , rv —w, »,*,... .

Then the eigenfunction expansion associated with either problem has the form

f(t) = 2"_o(/, yk)yk(t), and this is valid for all / E L2[0, b*) sufficiently smooth

(say/ E C°°[0, b*)) with/(0) = B*(f) = 0. The convergence is absolute and uni-

form on compact subsets of [0, b*) (see [10]). We will also need the summability
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condition

2 K2 < ». (2.7)
k = 0

Our last hypothesis pertains to the limit-circle case only. If L is of limit-circle

type at b* we will suppose that

\f1WO|<*o(*+ 0"'.       * = 0, 1,2, ...,     0 < í < Z>*,        (lc-1)

where K0 > 0 is a constant and/» > 1, and that

y0(t) > Y0 > 0,       t sufficiently near b*, (lc-2)

where y0 is a constant. If b* = oo the latter condition is assumed to hold for all t

sufficiently large. These hypotheses are patterned after the Legendre polynomials

which arise in example (2.6). One can verify [1, Chapter 8] for this example that

X-t. (A        (-0^2*+1(0
(2k + \)(2k + 2)

7T2(2k+\)   y/2
k = 0,l, 2,

it2 + ¥'(2* + 2)

where ^(x) is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. Recalling P2k+l(l)

= 1, (lc-1) and (lc-2) follow easily.

Now consider the functions \p, <p, x- First note that the function \¡/(t) = \¡/(t, 0)

can be substituted for g in (2.4) even if \p E L2[0, b*). Then

B*W = [xW) = [X*](0 = [X*](0) = 1,       0 < / < b*. (2.8)

Also, trivially,

[XX](**) = B*ix) = 0. (2.9)

If we put /(/) = \¡t(t, X) and g = <p(f, A) into (2.3) with a = 0 and ß = 77 > 0, we

get

o = [^](r)-[^p](o),     r>o,

or

[^p](r)=[^,](o) = -i.

Then

d ( <p(t, A) \ _      [<¡*p](t)_-1

dt [ ^(t, A) /      P(t)tf(t, X)      P(t)xp2(t, X) '

and so the quotient <p(i, X)/\p(t, A) is decreasing on (0, b*) wherever it is defined.

Note that solutions to Ly = Av also satisfy the fundamental identity

Pyyt = fß{P(y')2 + (ß-%2) dt. (2.10)
Ja

If A < 0, our hypotheses on P and Q imply that i|/(i, A) and <p(t, A) are positive on

(0, b*) with </>(/, A) increasing. Thus the quotient {-q>(t, A)/i|/(i, A)} increases

through negative values to m(X) as / -^ b*. That is

<p(t, A)

Ht, A)
< w(A)' < 0,       A < 0,
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and so the function x(0 — x(*> 0) = <?('» 0) + m(0)\f/(t, 0) satisfies

x(í) > 0,       0<t<b*. (2,11)

In the following lemma and subsequently throughout this paper, all functions

considered are assumed to be of continuity class C°°[0, ¿>*).

Lemma 2.1. Let f satisfy f(t) > 0 and (Lf)(t) > 0 on [0, b*). Then

0 < f(t)-f(0)X(t) < [xf](0)Ht), (2.12)

and

0 < fV)-f(0)xV) < [xf](PW(0,       0 < t < b*. (2.13)

Proof. Consider a subinterval [a, b], where 0 < a < b < b*. Define

Here, <p(t) = <p(f, 0) and ip(t) = yp(t, 0). Note that Xi(0 -» x(0 = x('> 0) as 6 -» Z>*.

Let

/>„('; o, ó) = Xfc(0/Xfc(a),

^      m      *Kt)-Ua)Po(f, a, b)
px(t; a, b) =-——-,       a < t < b.

Recall Xb(b) = 0, \(/(0) = 0 and that neither x¿, nor \¡/ can have two zeros by (2.10).

Then Lp0 = Lpx = 0 and p0(a; a, b) = px(b; a, b) = 1, and p0(b; a, b) = px(a;

a, b) = 0. The Green's function for L on [a, b] is given by

p0(f, a, b)px(T, a,b)
a < t < t < b,

G^U r) =

P(a)p\(a; a, b)

The integral operator §ab defined by

P(a)p\(a; a, b)

px(t; a, b)p0(r; a, b)
a < t < t < b.

(S*A)(0 = Co^t, t)A(t) rfr

gives the unique solution to the problem Ly = h,y(a) = y(b) = 0. This leads to the

identity

/(') = f(a)Po(f, a, b) + f(b)Px(t; a, b) + (S^L/XO, (2.15)

for a < t < b. Identity (2.10) shows XhaX p0(t; a, b) and px(t; a, b), thus G^t, t),

are nonnegative in [a, b\. Hence/(/) > 0 and (L/)(i) > 0 imply

f(t) > f(a)p0(t; a, b) (2.16)

and

f(t) > f(b)px(t; a,b),       0<a <t <b <b*. (2.17)

Letting Z>->6* in (2.16) yields/(f) > /(a)x(0/x(<0, a < i. Therefore the quotient

//x is increasing on (0, b*). In particular,

/(')/x(0>/(0)/x(0)=/(0),        i>0,
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and this is the left side of (2.12). But 0 < (f/x)' = (x/'-/x')x~2> and so

/'(') >(/(0/x(0)x'(0 >/(0)x'(<),
which is the left side of (2.13).

Now put g(t) = /(0-/(0)x(0- Then g(0) = 0, g(t) > 0 and (Lg)(t) = (Lf)(t) > 0.
To complete the proof it suffices to show

g(t) < P(0)g'(0)H0   and   g'(t) < P(0)g'(0)V(t). (2.18)

If we put g into (2.17) and let a —> 0 we obtain

g(t) > g(b)Ht)/Hb),       0 < / < b. (2.19)

Letting t -> 0 gives (P(0)^'(0) = 1)

g(b)/Hb) < 7>(0)g'(0).

Since ¿> < ¿>* is arbitrary, this proves the first of (2.18). By (2.19), g/\p is decreasing

on (0, b*) and so 0 > (g/^)' = (^g'-g^'H'2, or

g'(t) < (g(t)W)W(t) < P(0)g'(0W(t).

This completes the proof of (2.18), thus the lemma.

The lemma can be thought of as a minimum-maximum principle: positive

solutions of the differential inequality Lf > 0 lie between two distinguished solu-

tions of Lf = 0.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose that (Lkf)(t) > 0, k - 0, 1, 2,..., 0 < / < b*. Then

0 < (L"f)(t)-(Lkf)(0)x(t)<[x(Lkf)](0)4>(t),

and

0 < (Lkf)'(t)- (Lkf)(0)xV) < [x(Lkf)]m'(t),       k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

In the limit-circle case, x and \¡/ belong to L2[0, b*) and so the same must be true

of/in (2.12).

Corollary 2.2. Suppose L is of limit-circle type at b*. Then f(t) > 0 and

(Lf)(t) > 0 imply f £ L2[0, b*). If (Lkf)(t) > 0, k = 0, 1, 2, ... , then Lkf £

L2[0, b*), k - 0, 1, 2,_

Lemma 2.2. Suppose L is of limit-point type at b* and let f, Lf E L2[0, b*). Then

B*(f) = 0. lfLkf £ L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .  then B*(Lkf) = 0, k = 0, 1, 2,_

Proof. Let a -» 0 and b -» b* in (2.14) to obtain the Green's function for L on

[0, b*),

G(i)T)=(xW^X     o<T <t<b*,

I Ut)x(T),       0<t<T<b*.

The corresponding integral operator is

(§h)(t)= [b*G(t,T)h(T)dT

= X(t) f W)Mt) dr + Ht) (" X(r)h(r) dr.
Jo Jt
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This is defined for h £ L2[0, b*). By writing out expressions for the pertinent

derivatives, one can show that

L§h = h,       B*(§h) = 0,       (§h)(0) = 0. (2.20)

Moreover

<èh £ L2[0, b*)   when h £ L2[0, b*). (2.21)

From the identity L(f-§Lf) = 0 (or by letting a -» 0, b -» b* in (2.15)) we obtain

/ = ciX + C2*P + §L/ for certain constants c, and c2. Since x(0) = 1 and \¡/(0) = 0

we have in view of (2.8), (2.9) and (2.20),

At) = /(0)X(0 + *•(/)+(') + W)(t). (2-22)
By (2.21), each term in this equation belongs to L2[0, b*) except \p(t). Hence

B*(f) = 0.

Lemma 2.3. Let f(t) > 0 and (Lf)(i) > 0. Then the limits B*(f) and

lim/_,i.[/(i)/<K0] exist and are equal,

0 < B*(f) = lim \f(t)/Ht)] < oo. (2.23)
t-*b* L J

Proof. First we show x'(0 < 0, 0 < f < 6*. If x'('o) > 0 for some fixed t0 > 0,

then xi(*o) > 0 f°r aH b sufficiently near b*. Since x*(0) = 1 and Xb(b) = 0 we

must have xíí'i) < 0 f°r some í, E [0, b). Then xi(0 must vanish at some point

t =£ b. However, (2.10) implies that Xi(0xi(0 can vanish at most once in [0, b*),

and this contradiction proves x'(0 < 0, í > 0.

Multiply (2.13) by P(t)x(t), multiply (2.12) by -P(t)xV), and add the resulting

inequality. There results

o < [x/](0 < [xf](o)[x*](t) =[x/](0).

Next, observe that d[xñ(t)/dt = ~x(t)(Lf)(t) < 0, so the function [xñiO is de-

creasing and positive. Therefore 0 < B*(f) < oo. Therefore, by (2.4) the improper

integral

0 < f   xLfdr < oo, (2.24)
•'o

for/satisfying the hypotheses of this lemma.

If a = 0, (2.15) becomes

/(0=/(0)x*(0 + ̂ >H0

+ X¿(0 Í W* + «KO ("xbLfdr. (2.25)

Since all terms are positive,

/(') > (f(b)/Hb))Ht),       0<t<b.

This says that the quotient (f/\p) is decreasing on (0, b*), and therefore that the

limit c = lim/)_>6.[/(¿>)/4'(¿>)] exists. Noting (2.24), we can allow b -> b* in (2.25)
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and use the Dominated Convergence Theorem to yield

fit) = f(0)x(t) + <^(t)

+ X0) ¡'War + HO C'xLfdr. (2.26)
•'o Jt

This expression is valid even though we do not assume Lf E L2[0, b*). Equation

(2.26) can be differentiated to give

/'(') = /(o)x'(0 + ct'(t)

+ X'(t) ¡'Wdr + nO ¡"'xLfdr. (2.27)
•'0 Jt

Multiply (2.26) by P(t)x'(0, (2.27) by -P(t)x(t), and add the results. We find in

view of (2.8) that

[Xf](t) = c + ¡"'xLfdr. (2.28)
Jt

Letting / -» b* gives the desired result.

Since x(0 satisfis the hypothesis of the lemma (by (2.11)) we have

Corollary 2.3. lim,^b.[x(t)/>p(t)] = 0.

The following shows that the conditions/(/) > 0, (L/)(/) > 0 may be replaced by

Lf £ L2[0, b*) in Lemma 2.3.

Corollary 2.4. Let Lf E L2[0, b*). Then B*(f) = \im,^b.[f(t)/xP(t)].

Proof. Start with (2.25). This time the integral in (2.24) is finite by the

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Proceed by the Dominated Convergence Theorem to

(2.26), and from there to (2.28). This gives c = B*(f). Now divide (2.26) by \¡/(t),

note Corollary 2.3 and let / —» b*. There follows c = \\mt^b.[f(t)/$(t)], which

completes the proof.

Corollary 2.5. // L is of limit-point type at b* and f, Lf E L2[0, b*), then

linL_e.[/(0/iK0] = 0.

Proof. Use Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.4.

Corollary 2.6. If h e L2[0, b*), then lim,^4.[(S/i)(0/»i'(0] = 0.

Proof. This follows from (2.20) and Corollary 2.4.

We will need to consider limits of quotients f(t)/<p(t, A) for A < 0.

Lemma 2.4. Let f satisfy lim,^6.[/(0/»K0] = °- Then for A < 0 and \X\ sufficiently

large, lim,^.[f(t)/<p(t, A)] = 0.

Proof. Put <pA(f) = <p(t, A). By Green's identity,

(X-n) f tpq>x dt = ¡ (<p Upx-<pxUp) dt

= [n%]\o = ^(<r\«p;-<p>,Jlu

= A*)<Pa(-*)(<ïv/<Px)'(*).
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We have already noted that q>x(t) and \p(t, A) are positive for A < 0. Thus if

H < X < 0, (%/<pJ(x) > 0, so (<px/%) is decreasing. Since (<px/%)(0)'= 1, we

have <px(x) < y^x), x > 0. Hence <px(x) is decreasing as a function of A in the

range A < 0. Consequently,

¡Xq>xxp dt > ¡X<p0ip dt,       A < 0. (2.29)
•'o •'0

Another application of Green's identity gives

-A ¡ <px$dt = -¡ xpL<px dt
■'o •'o

= [M]lo = P(x)H(x)(<pJ4>)'(x) + 1.

Using (2.29), we have

P(x)H(x)(<Px/m*) > -\-\¡\dfdt,

and it follows that (<P\/$)'(x) > 0 for large enough x, X < 0, and |A| sufficiently

large. For such A, (*p/tpx)(x) is eventually decreasing, therefore its limit at b* exists.

Writing

/(OMC) = (f(t)/Ut))(Ht)/<PÁt)),
the assertion of the lemma follows readily.

The relevance of Lemma 2.4 is found in the identity

<"*-£ *{**(£)}• <2'30)

If / satisfies the boundary conditions /(0) = 0 and [f(t)/\p(t)] -» 0 as t -> b*, then

(//<Pa) vanishes at t = 0 and t = b*, for A < 0 and |A| sufficiently large, by the

lemma. Two applications of Rolle's Theorem in (2.30) show that each sign change

of f(t) in (0, b*) produces at least one sign change of (L-X)f(t) in (0, b*). (A sign

change of / at x0 means that f(x0) = 0, that there is a S > 0 such that / does not

vanish in either (x0-ô, x0) or (x0, x0 + S), and that f(t) has opposite signs in the

two half-intervals.) In Hille's terminology, the operator L-A is oscillation preserving

with respect to the class of all/such that/(0) = 0 and (f/<px) -» 0, t -» b*, for all A

large and negative.

Recall that the eigenfunctions of (2.5) are positive multiples of \¡/(t, Xk). We are

assuming that each yk(t) has exactly k sign changes in (0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, ... .

Lemma 2.5. For each nonnegative integer k there exists a constant yk > 0 such that

\yk(t)/y0(t)\ > yk (2.31)

for all t sufficiently near b* (sufficiently large if b* = oo).

Proof. For each k > 0

(K-K) ¡ y0yk dt = ¡ (ykLy0-y0Lyk) dt = [ V0vJß
-'o •'o J

= P(x)y2(x)( yk/y0)'(x). (2.32)
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Since yk(x) has only k sign changes in (0, b*), it is ultimately of constant sign as x

increases. If yk(x) > 0 for all large x (near b*) then the left side of (2.32) is

eventually decreasing. It tends to 0 by orthogonality. Thus (yk/y0)'(x) > 0, so that

(yk/y0) is increasing (and positive) for all x near b*, whence (2.31). On the other

hand, if yk(x) < 0 for all x near b* then the left side of (2.32) is eventually

increasing to 0. That is, (yk/y0)'(x) < 0, so (yk/y0) is decreasing for x near b*.

Therefore |^/v0| is increasing, implying that (2.31) holds in this case also.

3. Series expansions. Recall that all functions / considered are assumed to be of

class C°°[0, b*). Suppose Lkf £ L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2,_Definep0(t) - x(0 and

px(t) = ip(t). Then (2.22) becomes

/(') = f(0)Po(t) + B*(f)Px(t) + (§Lf)(t) (3.1)

in the limit-circle case, and

f(t)=f(0)p0(t) + (@Lf)(t) (3.2)

in the limit-point case (Lemma 2.2). Define p2k(t) = (§kp0)(t), k = 0, 1, 2, ... ,

and if L is of limit-circle type at b* let/?2;t+1(r) = (§kpx)(t), k = 0, 1, 2, ... . Thus

the sequence {pk} satisfies

LPo= Lpx= 0,    Lpk+2 = pk,       pk+2 = §pk,   k = 0, 1, 2,-       (3.3)

By (2.20) and the definitions of p0 a.ndpx,

Po(0) = 1,       Px(0) = 0,       B*(Po) = 0,       B*(Px) = 1,

pk(0) = B*(Pk) = 0,       k = 2,3,4,.... (3.4)

Thep2k+X remains undefined in the limit-point case.

Replace /by Lf in (3.1) and (3.2), apply the operator § to the resulting equations

and substitute the expressions for S L/back into (3.1) and (3.2). This gives

/(') = f(0)p0(t) + B*(f)px(t) + (Lf)(0)p2(t) + B*(Lf)p3(t) + (@2L2f)(t)

or

/(') = f(0)Po(t) + (Lf)(0)p2(t) + (§2L2f)(t),

according as L is of limit-circle or limit-point type at b*. Continuing this proce-

dure, we are led to the identities

7H-1

/(') =   2   [(Lkf)(0)p2k(t) + B*(Lkf)p2k+x(t)] + (§mLJ)(t)       (3.5)
k-0

or

f(t) = 2* (Lkf)(o)P2k(t) + (g-L-yxo, (3.6)
k = 0

depending on which case prevails. To economize notation we adopt a convention

which will combine (3.5) and (3.6). If the limit-point case holds at b* we define

P2k+i(t) = 0  for  * = 1, 2, 3,_   We   already  have  B*(Lkf) = 0,   if  Lkf E

L2[0, b*), by Lemma 2.2. With this interpretation, (3.6) is subsumed by (3.5).
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Theorem 3.1. Let Lkf E L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, ... , and suppose

linv_ A0-*||L*/||2 = 0. Then

f(x) = 2 [(Lkf)(0)p2k(x) + B*(Lkf)p2k + x(x)], (3.7)
k = 0

with uniform convergence on compact subsets of [0, b*).

Proof. We apply the expansion / = 2£°(/, yk)yk to a typical remainder term

§mLmf in (3.5). By selfadjointness, (@mLmfyk) = Xkm(Lmf,yk), so we have

(§mLmf)(x) = 2 Km(Lmf,yk)yk(x),
k = 0

with uniform convergence on compact subsets. Note that

Klyk(x) = (3yk)(x) = (" G(x, t)yk(t) dt,

so the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality gives

VW*)|< [^G\x,t)dt^.

Considering the definition of G, it follows that the sequence [Xkxyk(x)} is uni-

formly bounded on compact subsets. Thus for any compact set K Ç [0, b*) there is

a constant M > 0 such that

\(§mLJ)(x)\ < M f \km+1\(Lmf,yk)\,       xEK,
k = 0

when m is large enough for the series to converge. By hypothesis, X¿m(Lmf,yk) =

em, where em —> 0 as m -^ oo. Hence

|(g"1L'"/)(x)| < X0Mem f (V^)""1 < \Ä 2 (V\)2.
A: = 0 A: = 0

for m = 3, 4, 5, . . . and x G K. Here we have used (2.7). Since the remainder

tends to 0, (3.7) holds.

If A is complex, |A| < An, then the function x('. A) satisfies the hypotheses of

Theorem 3.1. In the limit-circle case the same is true of the function ^(O =

\p(t, A). For these functions (3.7) becomes

00 oo

X(t, A) = 2 P2k{t)Xk,       Ht, A) =  2 B*(tx)P2k+x(t)Xk. (3.8)
k=0 k=0

We can view these as the power series expansions, in the variable A, of x(t, A) and

ip(t, A). We have, for example, the property that {p2k(t)Xk} and {p2k + i(t)^k} are

uniformly bounded on compact sets. That is, given A complex, |A| < A0, and a

compact set K <Z [0, b*), there exists a constant M > 0, depending only on K and

A, such that

\p2k(t)Xk\ < M,        \p2k+x(t)Xk\ <M,       t&K,   k = 0, 1, 2, ... .     (3.9)

The latter inequality trivially holds in the limit-point case since then p2k + x(t) = 0

for k = 1, 2, 3, ... .
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Theorem 3.2. Let f satisfy Lkf £ L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, . . ., and

2 |A-*|{|(L*D(0)| + |2»W)|} < oo (3-10)
k = 0

for some A, |A| < A0. Then the series

S(x) = 2 [(Lkf)(0)p2k(x) + B*(Lkf)p2k + x(x)] (3.11)
*=o

converges absolutely and uniformly on compact subsets of [0, b*).

Proof. Express the terms in the series as

(Lkf)(0)p2k(x) = {A-*(L*/)(0)}{AKW}>

and  similarly  for  the  term  B*(Lkf)p2k+x(t).  Now use  (3.9),  (3.10)  and  the

Weierstrass M-test.

The series S(x) does not necessarily converge to f(x). For instance, if / is taken

to be an eigenfunction yk(x), then S(x) = 0.

Definition. The class c(X), X complex and |A| < A«, consists of all functions /

such that Lkf E L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, ... , and such that (3.10) holds.

Theorem 3.3. Let f E c(X). Then

f(x) = 2 [iLkf)(0)p2k(x) + B*iLkf)p2k+xix)] + Rix), (3.12)
*-o

with absolute and uniform convergence on compact subsets of[0, b*), where R satisfies

LkR E L2[0, b*), iLkR)iO) = 0, and B*iLkR) = 0, k = 0, 1, 2,_

Proof. By identity (3.5) and Theorem 3.2, (3.12) holds with R(x) =

limm_>00(SmL"y)(jt). Thus there remains only to establish the properties of R(x). Let

S(x) be given by (3.11) so that/(x) = S(x) + R(x).

The first step is to show that the series

2   [iLkf)(0)p2k_2m(x) + B*(Lkf)p2k_2m + x(x)]
k = m

represents an L2[0, b*) function. It converges for all x by (3.9) and (3.10). Now the

operator norm of § is An" ' (see [5]); that is,

||S/||2 < V'M*       /EL2[0,6*).

Then \\p2k\\2 = \\Qkp0\\2 < Kk\\xh and \\Pik+A\i < K"Wh in the limit-circle
case. Thus by the triangle inequality

2   [(L*/)(0)/>2,_2m + B*(Lkf)p2k_2m + x]
k=*m

|2

< K 2 X0~k {\(Lkf)(0)\ ||x||2+|**(L*f)| 11^2},
k*= m

and this is finite by (3.10). In the limit-point case, the terms involving \p are

omitted. The case m = 0 shows S £ L2[0, b*); thus R E L2[0, b*).
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We now show that the operator L can be applied termwise to S(x). Let « be a

positive integer. Then

2 [ÍLkf)iO)Gix, t)p2k_2it) + B*iLkf)Gix, t)p2k_xit)]
k-\

< 2 [\(Lkf)(0)\Gix,t)p2k_2it)+\B*iLkf)\Gix,t)p2k_xit)}
k— 1

< 2 [\ÍLkf)iO)\Gix, t)p2k_2it) +\B*(Lkf)\G(x, t)p2k_x(t)],     (3.13)
A:—1

recalling G(x, t) > 0. The infinite series in (3.13) converges by (3.9) and (3.10). By

the Monotone Convergence Theorem the infinite series in (3.13) can be integrated

termwise with respect to t, resulting in

2 [\(Lkf)(0)\p2k(x) +\B*iLkf)\p2k+x(x)]
k= 1

by (3.3). Thus the first finite series in (3.13) represents a function S„(t), suppressing

for the moment the variable x, which is dominated for all n by an L'[0, b*)

function, namely the last series in (3.13). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem

the corresponding infinite series can be integrated termwise, so that we have

^2 [(Lkf)iO)p2k_2 + B*iLkf)p2k_x]yx)

=  2 [iLkf)(0)p2k(x) + B*(Lkf)p2k+x(x)]
k=\

= S(x)-f(0)Poix)-B*(f)px(x),       0<x<b*.

Apply the operator L to both sides of this equation, note (2.20) and (3.3), and

obtain

(LS)(x)= 2 [(Lkf)(0)P2k-2(x) + B*iLkf)P2k_xix)].
/t=i

The argument for the higher iterates is much the same, as is the proof that

LkS E L2[0, b*). Thus we have

(LmS)ix)=   2   [(Lkf)i0)p2k^2mix) + B*iLkf)P2k_2m+x(x)]      (3.14)
k = m

and

||LmS||2 < K 2 Kk{\(Lkf)iO)\ ||x||2 +\B*(Lkf)\ ||*||2}.

The latter inequality shows A¿"m||Lm5||2-^0as/n-^oo.
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Since LmR = Lmf-LmS, then LmR £ L2[0, b*). Putting x = 0 in (3.14) and

using (3.4) shows (LmR)(0) = 0, m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . There remains only to show
B*iLmR) = 0.

It follows from the proof of Lemma 2.3 that [xp2k\(b) > 0 and [x?2*+i](*) ** 0

for 0 < b < b*. Moreover,

■jt[xp2k](t) = -x(t)p2k-2(t) < o,

and similarly forp2k +,. Then.

0<[xP2*](*)<[xP2*](0)-/'(0)/'it(0),       fc- 1,2,3,....       (3.15)

Also

Pi0)p'2ki0) = (b'xir)i@k-lx)iT) dr < A0-* + 1||x||2,
•'o

and putting this together with (3.15) we find 0 < ^[xP2k\ib) < M, where M is

some constant. A similar result holds in the limit-circle case for p2k+x. Then for

each integer m,

2  (Lkf)i0)[xp2k]ib) + B*iLkf)[xp2k+x]ib)
k" m

<A/2 Kk{\(Lkf)(0)\+\B*iLkf)\},
k = m

and this tends to 0 as m -^ oo. Therefore the infinite series

ïo[(Lkf)(0)[xp2k](b) + **(L*/)[xP2*+i](*)] (3.16)

converges uniformly in the variable b. The proof that it converges to [xS](b)

amounts to showing that the series for S(x) can be differentiated termwise. From

Pik = S/>2A:_2wehave

Pik(x) = /* foG(x> OPik-iit) dt

and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

\p'2k(x)\ < M\\p2k_2\\2 < MA0-*+1||x||2, (3.17)

where x ranges over a compact set K and M depends only on K. In particular the

sequence {X£p'2k(x)} is uniformly bounded on compact sets, and the same can be

said for {X£p'2k+X(x)}. Using (3.10) one can now easily show 5" = 2S°_0[(L'/)(0)/?2;t

+ B*(Lkf)p2k+x]. We conclude that (3.16) equals [x^K*)- By uniform convergence
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of (3.16), we can let b -» b* and use (3.4) to get B*(R) = B*(f)-B*(S) = 0. The

proof for higher iterates LkR is the same. This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.1. Let / E c(A) and let S(x) be given by (3.11). Then

limm_00 X'm(LmS)(x) = 0 and \im.m^x X-m(LmS)'(x) = 0, uniformly on compact

subsets of [0, b*).

Proof. By (3.14) and the method of the preceding proof, we have for/ = 0, 1,

\x-m(Lmsy(x)\ =
00

X- 2   [(Lkf)iO)p£-2mix) + B*iLkf)p^2m + xix)]\
k = m

; 2 [\^\~k{\(Lkf)io)\\xk-y^_2mix)\
k = m

+ |5*(L*/)||A*->#_2m + 1(*)|}]

<M2  |Ar*{|(L*/)(0)| + |5*(L*/)|},
k = m

where M > 0 is a constant. This expression tends to 0 as m —» oo.

There will be occasion to apply the operators L and B* termwise to certain

eigenfunction series 2 ckyk. Ufe L2[0, b*) it has a formal expansion /~

2?_o(/, yk)yk- Since §/ E L2[0, b*) and (S/)(0) = B*(§f) = 0 we have (§/,yk) =

Xk\§f, Lyk) = Xk\L@f, yk) = Xk\f,yk). Therefore (@f)(x) =
2"_o ^-k\f,yk)ykix) with absolute and uniform convergence on compact subsets

of [0, 6*).

Let / £ L2[0, b*) be such that the series fx(x) = 2"_0 \(f, yk)ykix) converges

absolutely and uniformly on compact sets. Then /, £ L2[0, b*), @fx = f, and

/(0) = B*(f) = 0. Moreover, Lf = L(@fx) = /, by (2.20). These remarks establish

the following.

Lemma 3.1. Let f E L2[0, b*) have an absolutely convergent representation f(x) =

2~_0(/, yk)yk(x), uniformly on compact sets, and suppose that the series

2?_o \if,yk)ykix) converges absolutely and uniformly on compact sets. Thenf(0) =

B*(f) = 0 and (LfKx) = 2?_0 Xk(f, yk)yk(x).

Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < A < An and let XxiO = x('> ̂ )» f\(0 = Ht, A), wx(t) =

Xa(0-x(0> and ax(t) = M0-**(MK0- T/ie« the functions K(0/y0(0] a«4 *»
the limit-circle case, [ax(t)/y0(t)] are bounded on (0, b*).

Proof. First observe that

(/>o>.Vo) = ix, y o) = I    XVo dr = Aq    I    xLv0 dr
b* .   rb*

0

= VHC^oxK^-t vox](0)} = V'[xv0](o) = KlP(0)y'0(0)-
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Then for fixed /,

Pit)xlit)iy0/xx)V) =[XxVo](0 =[XaV0](0) + Jf'[ v0Lxa-XaAVo] dr

= PiO)y'0iO) + iX-X0) f'x^odr

= ¿>(0)v¿(0) + (A-A0)/'( f /»2*A*k*
•'o \k=0 J

= .P(0)vo(0) + (A-A0) f ( fpikyodAx"
k = 0\J0 I

> p(o)v0(o) + (a-a0) 2 iP2k,y^k
*-0

= P(0)vi,(0) + (X-X0)(Po, v0) 2 iV\t
k = 0

= P(0K(0) + (X-X0)(Po, ̂(l-AAo"1)-1

= />(0K(0)-Ao(^0,Vo) = 0.

This implies iy0/X\)'it) > 0, and so [xaW/^oO)] must be decreasing on (0, b*).

Thus it has a limit as / -» b*, so the same must be true for [x(0/v0(0] since

0 < x(0 < Xa(0- Hence [wx(t)/y0(t)] is bounded on intervals [e, b*), e > 0. By

(3.8), wx(t) = S"., p2k(t)Xk. It follows from (3.17) that this series can be differenti-

ated termwise, and there results

K(0)| < A/An||x||2 2   (A/*«)*.
A— 1

Since y'0(0) =£ 0, L'Hospital's rule implies that [wx(t)/y0(t)] is bounded in neighbor-

hoods of t = 0. This completes the proof for wx(t).

Now suppose the limit-circle case holds. The eigenfunction expansions for the

functions p2m+x(t) are p2m+x(t) = 2?-o A^m(/>„ v*K(i), m = 0, 1, 2, ... . By

(lc-1) the functionp3(t) is bounded on (0, b*), indeed

MOI < 2 \(p¿,y*iK\(t)\ < k0\\px\\2 2 ik + iy.
k=0 k=0

If m > 2, use (lc-1) again to find

|A0>2m+,(0| < a0 2 |0»„yk)(.K/K)m~lKlyk(t)\
k = 0

< K\\Pl\\2K0 2  (Ao/A*r_l(fc + !)"'•
k = 0

It follows that the sequence {A¿^p2m+1(0}r is uniformly bounded on [0, ¿>*),.say

\KP2m+M\<Kx,       0<t<b*,   m =1,2,3,.... (3.18)
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By (3.8), ox(t) = 2?., B*(tx)p2k+x(t)Xk, and so (3.18) gives

\ox(t)\ < KxB*(ipx) f (A/Ao)m.
A-i

Therefore ax(t) is bounded on [0, b*). By (lc-2), [ox(t)/y0(t)] is bounded on

intervals [e, b*), e > 0. To finish the proof apply L'Hospital's rule, using a bound

onp'2k+x(x) analogous to (3.17).

Definition. Let W be a positive integer and let 0 < A < Aq. The class c(X, N) is

the subclass of c(X) consisting of all / £ c(A) for which there exist disjoint, open,

finite subintervals /„ J2, . . . ,JN of (0, b*) and constants mx > 0, m2 > 0 such

that:

(i) for all large m, (Lmf)(t) has exactly one sign change in each of Jx, J2, . . ., JN;

(ii) for all large m, we have

(¿7X0- (Lmf)(0)x(t)-B*iL'"f)Ht)
> mx,      t E Jx u J2 u • • • uJN;

A">0(0

(iii) for all large m, we have

> m2,        t £ Jx U J2 U • • • U Jf,¿{A-iL-ZKO}

For N = 0 define c(A, 0) by dropping (i) and (iii) but requiring (ii) to hold

everywhere in (0, b*).

We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper.

Theorem 3.4. Let f £ c(A), 0 < A < \. Then a necessary and sufficient condition

thatf £ c(X,N)is that

fit) =  2 [iLkf)iO)p2k(t) + B*(Lkf)p2k + x(t)] + 2 m(t),       (3.19)
fc-0 7-0

where cN =£ 0.

Remarks. We are going to express, via Theorem 3.3, f(x) = S(x) + R(x),

Lmf= LmS + LmR, where (L"7?)(0) = B*(LmR) = 0, and then apply Hille's

method to the function R. But first we have to have precise information about the

sign changes of LmR. Conditions (ii) and (iii) will insure that the sign changes of

Lmf will correspond one-to-one with those of LmR in Jx u - • • \jJN- There may

be other sign changes of Lmf outside Jx u • • • UJN, so that the total number of

oscillations of Lmf may exceed W. Note, however, that if (Lmf)(0) = B*(Lmf) = 0

for all m, then (ii) implies that Lmf does not have sign changes outside 7,

U • • • L)JN- A direct generalization of Hille's theorem would say that if Lmf has

Af sign changes in (0, b*) for all large m then (3.19) holds with the same N. Hence

that type of extension is impossible. As an example, take the function Xb(t, A[) =

cp(t, Xx)-[<p(b, Xx)/\¡/(b, Xx)]\p(t, A,), 0 < A, < An, and assume the limit-circle case

holds. Here Xb(b, A,) = 0, and this is the only sign change of LmXt,(t, A,) =

AfXéi?, A,). By Theorem 3.1, Xb(t, A,) is represented by its infinite series expansion

in (3.19), so the eigenfunction part vanishes identically.
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Proof of the theorem. Let / E c(X, N), N > 0, and write via (3.12) f(x) =

Six) + Rix). Then A-m(Lm/)w(x) = X~m(LmS)°\x) + X-m(LmR)°\x) for j =

0, 1 and m = 0, 1, 2,_By Corollary 3.1, A"m(LmS)°\x) tends to 0 uniformly

on compact subsets of [0, b*). By condition (iii), \X~miLmR)'ix)\ > m2/2 (say) for

x £ Jx u J2 u • • • U JN, and for all m sufficiently large. Then in /, u • • • U JN,

for such m, LmR is monotone, so it can have at most one sign change in each of

/,,..., JN.

Rewrite the equation Lmf = LmS + LmR as

(L7)(/)-(L7)(0)x(0-**(¿7)'K0 _ JLmR)jt)

A>o(0 A">0(i)

+ 2
*=i

(L"+^)(0)   Xkp2kit) + B*iLm+kf)  AK+i(0

m + k V0(0 . m + k y0it)
(3.20)

By Lemma 3.2 and the representations of x(', A) and »//(/, A) by (3.8), we have

aWO
< M,

aW+i(0
< M, 0 < t < b*,   k = 1, 2, 3, ... ,

v0(0 ^o(0

where the constant M depends only on A. Then the infinite series in (3.20) is

dominated by

M     f    A-fc{|(L^/)(0)|+|5*(L*/)|},
k = m+ 1

and this tends to 0 by (3.10). By (ii)

A-y0(0
> ÍÍAU uJN,

for all m sufficiently large. Therefore LmR can experience sign changes only in

Jx U • • • U JN if m is large enough.

Let    Jx   =   (a,, ßx).    The    terms    A " m(L m/)(0)X(0[ v0(0]" '    and

X-mB*iLmf)^it)[ v0(0]_1 each tend to 0, m -» oo, at í = a, and í = ßx. By (ii),

(¿7X0
A7o(0

at / = a, and t = /?,. Noting that the infinite series in (3.20) also tends to 0 at

t = a, and / = ßx, we find

iLmf)it)-LmRit)

m,i
> -t- ,    m sufficiently large,

-»0, m oo,    t = ax    and   ? = ßx.
A>o(0

Since (L7)(0 has precisely one sign change in /, the signs of (Lmf)(t) at a, and /Î,

have to be different. By the preceding estimates the same must be true of (LmR)(t).

The same argument holds for J2, . . . ,JN. Consequently,

for N > 0, (LmR )(t) has precisely one sign change

in each of /„ J2, . . . ,JN and no other sign changes (3.21)

for m sufficiently large.
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If N = 0, (ii) is required to hold for all t. Again one shows that the infinite series

in (3.20) is small for large m. Thus A_m(LmA)(0[ v0(/)]_1 is bounded away from 0,

and we have

for N = 0 and m sufficiently large, ,      .

iLmR )(/) has no sign changes in (0, b*).

Now let m,, be so large that (3.21) or (3.22) holds for m > m0, and also

sufficiently large that the conclusion of Lemma 2.4 holds with A = -Am, m > m0.

That is, the operator L + Am is oscillation-preserving with respect to the class of all

/ such that /(0) = B*if) = 0. At this point we could invoke Hille's theorem and

conclude that R is a finite sum of eigenfunctions. The argument is simple, however,

and so we give the gist of it for completeness.

Introduce the function

•«*<*)- 2 f   *^ JVv>,,(0,
—° I (\„ + K) J

for nonnegative integers m and k. The bracketed expression is at most 1, and since

iLmR)i0) = B*iLmR) = 0 for all m, we have

\iR,yn)\ = \K->iL>R,yH)\ < \r'||L*i?||2   fovp = 0, 1, 2, ... .

By Lemma 3.1,

(L'*m>,)(0 = 2 f    4VV2| KiR,yn)ynit)—° I iK + K) J

and

(L'd^XO) = B*iL>4>m¿) = 0   for all/., m, k.

Obviously, then,

((L + KY^m,k)i0) = B*ÜL + KY^k) = 0 (3.23)

for all/?, m, k.

Let Vif) denote the number of sign changes in (0, b*) of a given function/. Then

by (3.23) and our remarks following (2.30), we have F[((L + Amy$mA:)] > Vi<S>mJc),

m > m0. Note that

((L + AJ^XO = (4AJ* 2 KkiR,yn)y„it)

= (4AJ*(L*Ä)(0.

By (3.21) and (3.22), K[(L + XJ2k$mJc] = N, k > m0, m > m^ and so

Vi*m,k) <N,       k>m0,   m> m0. (3.24)

We will show that (3.24) is not possible unless R reduces to a finite sum of

eigenfunctions.
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If infinitely many coefficients iR,y„) do not vanish, we choose m so that

m > mQ, m > N and (R, ym) ¥= 0. With this m, divide the series for ^mk as follows,

U0- S (    4Am*"21 iR,yn)y„it) + iR,ym)ymit).
"*" I (A* + AJ2 J

Let 5m = maxn^m[(4AmA„)/(Am + AJ2], so that

\*m,kiO-iR,ym)ymit)\< 2 8k\(R,y„)yn(t)\.
n¥^m

Let [e, b] be a compact subset of (0, b*) containing all the sign changes of ym(t).

There is a constant T such that 2~=0I(Ä> v,>,,(0l < T for all / £ [e, b]. Thus on

[e, b],

|*mjt(0- (^.yJ-UOl < 7B£       * > «o.    ™ > ™o,   m > M

Since Sm < 1, 5* -» 0 as A: -» oo. Pick A: so large that each sign change of ymit) in

[e, ft] is accompanied by a sign change of ®m¿it). As K[ vm] = m > N, we have

contradicted (3.24). This proves that iR,yn) = 0 for all n sufficiently large, that is

Bit) = 2 c„ynit),       Nx < oo.
n = 0

Since V[LmR] = A^, w large, it is easy to see that Nx = N. This completes the

proof of sufficiency.

Let/ £ c(A) and suppose (3.19) holds. Then

N

X~miLmff\t) = X~miLmsf\t) + 2 c,(A,/A)mv)'>(/)
7 = 0

(3.25)

for < = 0, 1 and m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Choose finite, open, disjoint intervals

/,, J2, . . . , JN and a constant m3 > 0 such that |y'Nit)\ > m3 for t E /,

U • • • \JJN, and such that yN has exactly one sign change in each of/,,..., Z^.

The infinite series part of (3.25) tends uniformly to 0 on /, u • • • UJN, m —» oo,

by Corollary 3.1. Since cN ¥= 0 and 0 < A < \ < • • ■ < XN, the term in the sum

in (3.25) corresponding toj = N will become more dominant as m —» oo. Thus it is

clear that (i) and (iii) hold for sufficiently large m.

Now write

(L7X0-(L7)(Q)x(0-^*(¿7)^(0   |¿íxArrv<rt/virtl-v%(ö->o Áj/ > L^0Ao(0J

< 2 (¿m+*/Xo) xK(0
v0(0

B*(Lm+kf)

m + k

A^2*+l(0

V0(0
(3.26)

Arguing as before (the discussion below (3.20)) the infinite series in (3.26) tends to

0 uniformly on [0, b*) as m —> oo. Write the/-sum in (3.26) as

(XN/X)mcN(yN/y0) 2 (cj/c^iXfM-iyj/y,,).
7-0
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By Lemma 2.5 | yN/y0\ is increasing for all t sufficiently large. Arguing as in

Lemma 2.5, one can also show that \yj/yN\ is bounded for all t sufficiently near b*.

Clearly (v,/v0) -» ( vy'(0)/vo(0)) as t —»0. Hence the/-sum is bounded away from 0

off of/, u • • • UJN- This proves (ii).

For functions with positive iterates, the constraints imposed by the class c(A, N)

can be avoided.

Theorem 3.5. Let f satisfy Lkf E L2[0, b*), k = 0, 1, 2, . .. . Then a necessary

and sufficient condition that iLkf)it) > 0, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 0 < t < b*, is that

(Lkf)(0) > 0, B*(Lkf) > 0, for all k, and

fit) = 2 [iLkf)iO)p2kit) + B*(Lkf)p2k+x(t)} + c0y0it), (3.27)
fc = 0

where c0 > 0.

Proof. For the sufficiency it is enough to note that the operator L can be

applied termwise to (3.27). We omit the details of the argument.

By (2.23) all terms in (3.5) are nonnegative. We let m -» oo to obtain

fit) =  2 [iLkf)iO)p2kit) + B*iLkf)Plk+x(t)] + R(t).
k = 0

Using positivity and arguing as in Theorem 3.3 we can show that

00

(¿7X0=  2 [iLm + kf)(0)p2k(t) + B*(L"'+kf)p2k+x(t)}+iLmR)(t),
k~o

m = 0, 1, 2, .... In particular, using the one term involving px(t) = \p(t) leads to

0 < ((LmR )(t))/H0 < ((¿7X0)/«K0-*'(¿7)- (3-28)

Let t -> b* and use Lemma 2.3 to find B*(LmR) = 0. Obviously (L"7?)(0) = 0,

m = 0, 1, 2,_

Now pick up the argument of the preceding theorem at the definition of ®mk(t)

and put N — 0. Unless (R,y„) = 0 for n > 0, (LmR)(t) will have a sign change for

all large m, at variance with (3.28).
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